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Introduction

In a paper published in 1910 R. G. D. Richardson considered the Jacobi

condition of the calculus of variations and, by means of well known theorems

from integral equation theory and the calculus of variations, proved certain

existence theorems and oscillation properties for the solutions of a restricted

type of ordinary linear differential equations of the second order which

contain a parameter, t

Having set up the integral

Diu) =  f [pix)u'2 - qix)u2]dx (u' = —Y

where p and q are analytic functions of x in the interval 0¿x^ 1, p being

positive and q nowhere positive within the interval, he considered the prob-

lem of finding in a class of arcs satisfying the conditions

(1) „(0) = 0,    «(1) = 0,      f kix)u2dx = 1,
J o

where k is an analytic function of x on the interval 0<a;<l, one for which

Diu) takes on a minimum value. The Euler-Lagrange differential equation

of this isoperimetric problem was found to be

d
(2) Liiu) = —(/>«') + qu + \ku = 0.

dx

The function k was first supposed to be not negativeX for 05¡a;gl, and

it then followed from the Hubert theory of the integral equation correspond-

ing to the boundary value problem defined by (2) and the first two equa-

* Presented to the Society, April 6, 1928; received by the editors November 5,1928.

t R. G. D. Richardson, Das Jacobische Kriterium der Variationsrechnung und die Oszillations-

eigenschaften linearer Differentialgleichungen 2. Ordnung, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 68 (1910),

p. 279.
X The case where k changes sign in the interval was also treated.
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tions of (1), that there exists a definitely increasing sequence of values

Xi(i =1, 2, • • • ) for each of which the equation Li(u) = 0 possesses a unique

solution «7, which satisfies the conditions imposed in the isoperimetric prob-

lem. Again making use of the theory of integral equations he was able

to prove that in the class of functions u(x) satisfying the conditions

«(0) = 0,

f   kUiudx = 0,
Jo

the integral D(u) has a minimum value and this value is the constant X„

described above. Furthermore the minimizing function giving D(u) the value

X„ is u(x) = + Un(x). By an application of some known results from the theory

of differential equations and the Jacobi condition of the calculus of varia-

tions, it was then proved that «7, vanishes * — 1 times in the interval 0 < x < 1.

Professor G. A. Bliss suggested the consideration of the above problem

without recourse to integral equation theory. As a result of his suggestions

a method was developed which made use of known theorems in the calculus

of variations and which, in some respects, was readily applied to a more

general case.

In this paper the boundary value problem is considered which arises from

the problem of minimizing the second variation of the problem of the cal-

culus of variations for a space of w+1 dimensions.  This second variation is

2w0(x,v,v')dx,
ii

where

2coo(s,i),T)') = Pijn^j + 2Qifliy]'j + í?í,i?,'tj/ (i,j = 1, • • • , «),

and where the elements of 77» form a set of so-called admissible variations.

It is understood that in the formula for 2co0 the summation convention of

tensor analysis is used. A subscript i or/ appearing twice in the same term

indicates that the term is to be summed from 1 to« with respect to that

subscript. It is supposed that the quadratic form Rifll nj is positive definite

on the interval Xi^x^x2 and that the coefficients of 2co0 are continuous

functions of x with continuous second derivatives. In addition to the ex-

tension of Richardson's results to a space of n+l dimensions, it will be

noted that the integral I2(n) is of a less restricted form than the integral

treated in his paper.

In §1 the matrix notation is introduced for the  sake of brevity and

w(l) = 0, j    k(x)u2dx = 1,

kU2udx = 0, • • • ,    I   kUn-iudx = 0,
Jo Jo
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simplicity of expression, and a few preliminary remarks are made. In §2 we

define the successive classes Hi, Hi (i -1, 2, ■ • • ) of arcs r¡(x) in which we

are to consider the problem of minimizing I2 (ry). In §3 it is proved by methods

of the calculus of variations that I2(ry) has a greatest lower bound X0 in the

class H ó, and that in the class H0 there exists a set of r0 linearly independent

arcs for which

r¡r¡dx = 0.

In §4 it is proved that I2(r>) has a minimum value X< in the general class Hi,

and that in the class Ht there exists a set of r, linearly independent arcs for

which

i)i)dx = 0.

The third and fourth sections thus carry through an induction which enables

one to arrive at a set of existence theorems for the boundary value problem

with a parameter. These results are a generalization of the existence theorem

in Richardson's paper. One would not expect to find a direct generalization

of his oscillation theorem, but it is very probable that there exist results for

a system of ordinary linear differential equations of the second order with a

parameter, which would be somewhat analogous to his oscillation theorem.

The theorems from the calculus of variations to which one will refer in

§4 are contained in most convenient form in a set of lectures* on the Lagrange

problem given by Professor Bliss at Chicago. Analogous theorems for the

problem without adjoined differential equations will be used to obtain the

results of §3.

In preparing this dissertation I have had the privilege of working under

Professor Bliss and I wish to acknowledge his never failing advice and direc-

tion.

1. Notations and preliminary remarks

The problem of the calculus of variations is that of finding among the

arcs

(3) y i = yi(x) (i = I, ■ ■ ■ ,n;xiik x ■= x2)

which join two given points 1 and 2 in the (x, yh ■ ■ ■ , yn) -space, one which

minimizes an integral of the form

* G. A. Bliss, The Problem of Lagrange in the Calculus of Variations, a mimeographed record of a

set of lectures given at the University of Chicago in the summer of 1925. (Reference A.) See also

Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, pp. 542 ff.
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fix,y,y')dx,
XI

where y and y' are symbols for the vectors (yi, • • ■ , y„) and (y{, ■ ■ ■ , y„)

respectively.

The matrix and vector notation will be used. The symbols

y,z,u,v,J,£,ri,Ç,p,4>

will always represent vectors. Italic capitals, unless otherwise stated, will

symbolize matrices. Any small symbol with a bracketed or double super-

script will always represent a vector and any symbol with a subscript will

stand for a single element. The meaning of other symbols which may occur

will be clear from the context. If, for example, Q is a matrix and n a vector

in this simplified notation, then Q-n represents a vector (Qa»7i + • • • +QinVn',

i =1, •••,») and 7/Q a vector ir)iQu+ ■ ■ ■ +nnQni; i =1, •••,»), which

shows that Qr\ =nQ where Q denotes the transpose of Q. We have, in fact,

the relations

Qm' = (QnW = n'iQn) = WQ)v = Qv'v = ivQW = •>(&')•

The expression ife will often be used for life where I is the identity matrix.*

The assumption will be made as usual that in a neighborhood N of the

values (*, y, y') on the minimizing arc the function/has continuous deriva-

tives up to and including those of the fourth order. An admissible arc is

defined to be an arc of the form (3) which is continuous and consists of a finite

number of arcs each of which possesses a continuous derivative. A variation

arc i/(*) must be admissible.

The second variation t of the integral 70 is

/•x, 2oioix ,-n ,r)')dx
xi

where

2uoix,y,v') = fwVV + 2fv-vrrr\' + fv>v>v'v'■

Writing P =fyy, Q=/ï'ï and R =/vv, one has

hin) -   f   \PvV + 2Qr,r,' + Rr,'v')dx.
J  X,

* For a more detailed explanation of the matrix notation see G. A. Bliss, Annals of Mathematics,

(2), vol. 6 (1905), p. 58.

f J. Hadamard, Leçons sur le Calcul des Variations, vol. 1 p. 317.
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On account of the assumptions made concerning the function/, the matrices

P, Q and A are continuous and have continuous derivatives of the first

two orders. It will be also assumed that the quadratic form A7777 is positive

definite on Xi^x^x2. Then the determinant of the matrix A will be different

from zero on that interval.

If F12 is a minimizing arc, then 72(tj) must be greater than or equal to zero

for every set of admissible variations satisfying the end conditions vixi)

= 17(3:2) =0. This result suggests a new minimum problem in the x-q-spa.ce

with the integral I2 in place of I0 and the end points ix, 77) = Çxi, 0), Çx, 77)

= Çx2, 0) in place of the end points of Fi2. By a solution of a system of

ordinary linear homogeneous differential equations of the second order will

be meant an arc, having continuous first and second derivatives, defined by

a vector 7?ix) which satisfies these equations. The class Ho is defined to be all

admissible arcs ti(x) for which 77 (xi) =t)(x2) =0, and the problem in XTj-space

may be stated as that of minimizing I2Çt]) in the class of arcs H0.   Since

IA 15^0 on Xi^x-£x2 and |wo,v I = 1-^ I, it follows* that an arc which mini-

mizes I2Cr¡) in the class A must be a solution of the system of equations

(4) Jin) = 0,    r,ixi) = vix2) = 0,

where
d d

Jiv) = -p-o,' - «0, = —iQv + At,') - (Ft, + Qr,').
dx dx

The system of equations (4) is linear and homogeneous in the variables

77, 77', 77" and the determinant of the variables 77" is the determinant of the

matrix coo,-,', which is equal to the determinant of A. The determinant |ä|

is different from zero along Fi2 and hence from the theory of differential

equations it follows that the system (4) has one and but one solution 77

taking prescribed values of 77, w0,' at a given value of x. A matrix of » solu-

tions u<-k) ik = i, ■ ■ ■ , n) exists therefore for which the matrix t/ = ||«(i)||

is the identity matrix and the corresponding matrix of the functions w0,'

has all its elements zero at the point 1. Also there exists a matrix of « solutions

jj( *o (¿ = 1, • • • , n) for which the matrix F = ||fl(i)|| has all its elements zero

at the point 1 and the corresponding matrix of the functions o)0,' is the

identity matrix at that point. Furthermore the columns of U and V form 2»

linearly independent solutions of the system (4). If u and v are two solutions

of (4) for which the constant expression

UCO0v  —  WOOu

* Hadamard, loc. cit., p. 67, p. 73.
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is zero, they are said tobe conjugate solutions.*   The solutions u<-k) ik =1,

■••,») are conjugate pairs, since their functions «o,- all vanish for x=Xi.

2. The classes of arcs A, and Hi

We will now define the classes of arcs for the various minimum problems

to be studied and will sketch, as far as is necessary for that purpose, the

methods of the next two sections. The class of arcs H0 is by definition made

up of all arcs 77 (x) which satisfy the conditions 77 (xi) =0,77 (x2) =0 and which

possess continuous derivatives on the. interval Xi ̂  x ^ x2 except possibly at a

finite number of corners, and the class H¿ is the totality of arcs of the class

Ho which satisfy the further condition

"   X,

r¡r¡dx = 1.

Arcs which satisfy this condition will be called normed. The problem of

minimizing I2Çr)) in the class HÓ will be considered in the next section.

It will be proved that ^2(77) has a minimum value X0 in the class HI, and that

there exists a set of linearly independent arcs 77o* ik =1, • • • , r0) in the class

Ho such that

r)i)dx = 0.

The functions 7,0* ik =1, • • • , r0) are called the characteristic functions for

the class A- The class A is now defined to be all those arcs of the class

Ho for which the conditions

/.:
t,°V* = 0 ik = 1, • • • , ro)

are satisfied. The class Hi is then taken to be all normed arcs of the class

Hi. By methods developed in §3 it is possible to prove directly that there

exists a set of linearly independent characteristic functions 77lk Çk =1, • • • ,fi)

in the class A f°r which

i\r\dx = 0,
xi

where Xi is the greatest lower bound of the values of Z2(t,) in the class At' •

The class A is then defined to be all arcs of A for which

/.
r,lki,dx = 0 ik = 1, ■ ■ ■ , ri),

"1

and the class A' consists of all normed arcs of the class A.

* Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 73; von Escherich, Wiener Berichte, vol. 107, p. 1244.
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Supposing the existence of a set of characteristic functions in the class

H2, one defines the classes H3 and H{ in a manner similar to the definitions

of the classes H2 and H{. One proceeds in this manner and defines the general

classes Hi and Hi, the class Hi being all those arcs in the class Jr7,-_i for which

*y
v<-1-kVdx = 0 (k = 1, • • • , r^i)

where, if X,_i is the minimum value of I2(r]) in the class £T/_i, the tji_1- *

are the r<_i linearly independent characteristic functions in the class 7J,_j

for which

rjiydx = 0.

The class Hi consists of all normed arcs of the class Hi. That is, the class

H/ is made up of all arcs r¡ which have continuous derivatives except at a

finite number of points on the interval Xi ̂  x ^ x2 and which satisfy the con-

ditions

/.i,
rmdx = 1,

»i

f VV* = 0   (k = l, ■ ■ ■ , r0), ,  f V-1'V* - 0(*-l, •• ■ ,ri-i).
J x, J X,

3. The minimum of the second variation in the class HÓ

The problem of minimizing I2(rj) in the class H¿ is that of finding among

all admissible arcs ?; satisfying the conditions

ipidx = 1,    v(xi) = y(x2) = 0
/.:

one for which the integral I2(r)) takes a minimum value.   If one introduces

the new variable

-X ryqdx

the problem becomes that of finding among the arcs t\(x), lo(x) joining the

two points (x, 7j, fo) = C*i, 0, 0) and (x, t>, ?o) = (^2, 0, 1) and satisfying the

equation

</>o — f o — vn = 0

one which minimizes the integral

2uo(x,v,y')dx.
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That is, the isoperimetric problem has been replaced by an equivalent

Lagrange problem of the calculus of variations.   Having set up the form

Q(x,r,,r,') = 2coo + X(f0'  - w)

one notes that | ß, v1 is different from zero on Xi g x ^ x2.  The first necessary

condition* of the Lagrange problem gives then the following result :

Theorem 1. An arc n(x) which minimizes I2(n) in the class H ó must be

a solution of the boundary value problem

J(n) + \v = 0,       n(xi) = r,(x2) = 0.

It is further possible to prove

Theorem 2. The values of the integral I2(n) in the class 770' have a greatest

lower bound X0.

To prove this a new vector f is introduced by means of the n equations

f = wo,- = Qv + Rv'.

Since the determinant of R is different from zero on Xi i£ x ^ x2, these equations

may be solved for the elements of the vector n' in the form

r,' = Rrlt - R-iQn = fi?-i - vQR-1.

One substitutes this expression for n' in the integral

TiOi) - X f'imdx - f "' [(P - \I)vv + 2Qw' + RvW]dx
J xi J xy

and finds that the integral takes the form

'[(A -\I)r,V + R-ltt]dx,
/.:

where A ̂ P-QR-'Q.
The matrix of the quadratic form (A —\I)nri is

A - X7 =

On — X      #12 '   '   '   aln

CX2i CT22 — X  *   *   *   C72n

uni '   '   "   ann       X

where the a,-, are independent of X. The chain of principal minors from an—X

to the determinant of the matrix A —X7 have respectively —X, X2, • • • ,

( —l)"Xn as the dominant terms in X.   Certainly for X sufficiently large and

* Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 10.
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negative these determinants will all be positive.* That is, for a sufficiently

large negative value of X the form (.4 — r\I)nr¡ will be positive definite for all

* on *i^* = *2- Also under the transformation u *=R~lÇÇ the form Ruu

becomes i2_1ff. Hence the assumption that Ruu is positive definite implies

the same property for 22-1ff. There exists therefore a smallest value \0

of X such that

/"i
ip\dx = 0

for every i\ in the class H<¡. Hence the theorem.

The following lemma is of importance in the proof of later theorems.

Lemma 1. Along every admissible arc n which is a solution of the boundary

value problem

(5) Jiv) + Xr, = 0,    !,(*,) = vix2) = 0

the integral

/•i,
77770"*

xi

has the value zero.

For the proof one makes use of a well known property of quadratic forms

to write the integral 72(17) as

/. X, ÇX,
2wndx =  I     (quo, + v'mn')dx.

XI J XI

On integrating the second term of the right member by parts, this becomes

liiv) — W,'
»«        fx>   ( d       \

+  I      V\ uo, — —wo,' )dx.
xi     J xi     \ ax     /

If 77 is a solution of the boundary value problem (5), one notes immediately

that

/*«
7717a**.

Corollary. ^4/o»g every normed admissible arc which is a solution of the

boundary value problem (5) the integral I2iij) has the value X.

* It is of interest to note that for a sufficiently large and positive X the principal minor determi-

nants of the chain will alternate in sign. If Rim is supposed negative definite on xi^x^xi, then

the values of h{r¡) have a least upper bound in the class Hi.
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The problem of minimizing the integral

rrndx
xi

in the class A will now be considered.   The arc 77 =0 is a minimizing arc.

For if there existed an arc u in A for which the integral (6) were less than

zero, then the vector

-1/2

7, = u\    I     uudx

would be in the class Ao' and would give F2(t?) a value less than X0 which is a

contradiction.

The second variation of (6) is

(7) f  "(ÍW£ + 2fi0,-^' + Í20,vl'í')¿*,
J xi

where
200(X,7,,7,')   =  (F - X07)t,77 + 207,7,' + Atj't,'

and £ is a set of admissible variations. The Euler system and the Jacobi*

system of » differential equations for the problem of minimizing the integral

(6) are therefore identical; namely

(8) 7(t,) + Xt, = 0

forX =X0.

Theorem 3.  There exists a set of>0 linearly independent arcs r¡ak(x) ik =1,

• • -, r0) in the class H0 such that

W*) f \«Wkdx = 0 (k = 1, • • • , r0).
J *1

For the proof one considers the problem of minimizing the integral (6)

in the class A- As noted above, the Euler and the Jacobi differential equa-

tions for this problem are identical. In §1 the solutions of such a system were

considered and a matrix of solutions V was uniquely determined whose

elements all vanish at x=Xi and such that the matrix of the corresponding

functions um' was the identity matrix I. Also if X is allowed to vary the

solutions of the system (8) are continuous functions of X.f The determinant

* Bliss, loc. cit. A, pp. 57-63. The minimum problem discussed above has no adjoined differential

equations, and theorems, corresponding to those of the Lagrange problem, hold for this more special

case.
t J. Horn, Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen beliebiger Ordnung, p. 293.
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of the matrix FisaMayer*determinantA(x,Xi,X9) for our minimizing problem,

since its columns are « linearly independent solutions of the Jacobi differen-

tial equations and its elements vanish at x—Xi. The vanishing of A(x, Xi, Xo)

for a value of x between Xi and x2 implies that there exists an admissible arc

such that the second variation (7) is less than zero.* Since (7) is the same as

the integral (6), this result contradicts the previous statement that X0 is the

minimum value of Ii(rf) in the class H-. Hence A(x, x\, X0) cannot vanish

for a value x between xi and x2.

In order to prove that A(x, Xi, X0) must vanish at x = x2, it will now be

assumed that A(x, Xi, X0) is different from zero on Xi<x^x2 and it will then

be shown that this leads to a contradiction. The determinant of the matrix U

with initial value/ at x =xi, as set up in §1, is a continuous function of X which

is different from zero at x=xx. Also the columns of U form a conjugate sys-

tem of solutions of the Jacobi differential equations. If X is allowed to vary,

the matrix U with the same initial conditions as before will still have for

columns a conjugate system of solutions of the corresponding Jacobi differ-

ential equations, and for h sufficiently small and positive there will be an

interval xi—h^x^xi+h on which F/(x, X0+e) will be different from zero.

It is known t that A(x, Xi, X0+«) cannot vanish for a pair of points x', x" on

an interval Xi — k^x^Xi+h for which there is a conjugate system with

determinant | U(x, X0+e) | ̂  0. Thus A(x, Xi, X0+e) is different from zero on

xi<x^Xi+A. From continuity considerations A(x, Xi, X0+e) is different

from zero on xi+h^x^x2 if also A(x, xh X0) is different from zero on that

interval, « being positive and sufficiently small. That is, A(x, Xi, Xo)r^O

on Xi<xgx2 implies A(x, Xi, Xo+«)?iO on Xi<x;£x2 for e positive and

sufficiently small.

Consider now the problem of minimizing

(9) 72(t,) - (Xo + e)   f  \r,dx
J xi

in the class H0. If A(x,Xi,Xo+e) is different from zero on the interval xx<x^

x2, there exists no conjugate point t on this interval for the extremal arc tj = 0.

The Clebsch§ quadratic form is Atttt which is greater than zero for every

set 7T -(ti, • • • , ir^T^iO, • ■ ■ , 0). The Weierstrass§ function EÇx, r¡, r¡',

f') is found to be

A(rr - vr + t,',') = Rif - 7,'xr - „o

* See first footnote on page 572.

t Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 75; Bolza, loc. cit., p. 632.

X Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 52; Bolza, loc. cit., p. 610.

§ Bliss, loc. cit. A, pp. 49-51.
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which is greater than zero for every Ç'^-n'. From the sufficiency theorem*

of the calculus of variations it therefore follows that the extremal arc 17 =0,

containing no conjugate point on Xi<x^x2, gives (9) a smaller value than

any other arc £ of the class 770 which is not identically zero. If then A(x,

Xi, Xo) is different from zero on Xi<x£x2, one finds that A(x, xh X0+e) has

the same property and hence 72(?;)>Xo+í for every arc of the class 77¿.

This contradicts the hypothesis that X0 is the greatest lower bound of 72(?7)

in the class 770'. Therefore A(x2, xu X0)=0. That is, the columns of the

matrix V are linearly dependent at x =x2.

If the rank of the matrix V is n—r0 at x=x2, the equations

V(x2)c = 0,

where c = (ci, • • ■ , cn) is independent of x, have ro linearly independent solu-

tions Ct^O and these define a fundamental system of solutions of these

linear equations in terms of which all other solutions are linearly expressible.

Moreover for each such c the vector n =Vc is a solution of the boundary

value problem (5) corresponding to the value X=Xo. Hence by Lemma 1 there

exist r0 linearly independent arcs ij°*(£ = 1, • • • , r0) of the class 770 such that

/*»
nrjdx = 0.

¿1

Corollary. There exists a set of r0 linearly independent arcs in the class

H ó for which the integral I2(n) takes the value Xo-

4. The minimum of the second variation in the class 77/

In the previous section it has been proved that 72(t?) has a minimum

value Xo in the class 770', and that there exists a set of r0 linearly independent

arcs in the class 770 for which the relation

(10) 7,(i,) - Xo I   \r,dx = 0

holds. The classes 77i and 77/ will then be defined as in §2. Since 77/ is a

sub-class of 77o' it follows that 72(ij) has a greatest lower bound Xi in the

class 77/ and that Xi cannot be less than Xo. In order to prove by induction

that there exists in the general class 77,- a set of r,- linearly independent arcs

for which the integral

(11) h(v) - X, f \r,dx
_ J *i

* Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 70; Bolza, loc. cit., p. 638.
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is zero, we will assume the existence of such a set for each of the classes Hi,

H2, ■ ■ ■ , Hi-i with X< replaced by Xi, X2, • • • , X<_i, respectively, in the

integral (11). We will denote these sets in the classes Hlt ■ ■ ■ , 77 ¿_i by

Vlk> • • • i 7?*-1, * where the range of k will be determined by the first super-

script. For example, in the symbol 77'*, ¿has the range 1, • • • ,r¡. The classes

Hi and HI will then be defined as in §2. Since Hi is a sub-class of Hl-i it

follows that 72(77) has a greatest lower bound X,- in the class HI and that X<

cannot be less than Xy_i.

The problem of minimizing the integral (11) in the class 77< will now be

considered. If we introduce the r0+ri+ ■ ■ ■ +r,_i new variables

/ll /» X /» X

■nokydx,    fu =   I   -nlkr\dx, • • • , £<_!,*=   I   r¡i-1-kridx,
xi J xi J XI

set p =r0+ri+ ■ ■ ■ +r<_i, write 77* and f*(£ =1, 2, • • • , p) as new notations

for the sets 77", 771*, ■ • • , tj*-1-* and f0*, Ti*. • • • > ?«-i,*> respectively, and let

z represent the vector whose elements are 77 and the f *, the problem becomes

that of finding among all the admissible arcs z(*) joining the two points

(*, z) = (*i, 0) and (*, 2) = (*2,0), and satisfying the equations

** = tí - v"v = 0,

one which gives the integral (11) a minimum value. The problem is therefore

a Lagrange problem with p adjoined differential equations. The arc z =0 is a

minimizing arc. For, if there existed a vector u in the class Hi for which the

integral (11) were less than zero, then the arc

av-1/2uudx 1

would be in the class 77/ and would give 72(?7) a value less than X,-, which is a

contradiction.

Writing p and <p as symbols for the vectors (pi, • ■ • , p„) and ifa, ■ ■ ■ , fa),

one sets up the form

2w< = 2coo — Xjtjtj + 2p<t>,

where the elements of p are Lagrange multipliers to be determined.   The

determinant

W«'j'       fa

fa>       0

is readily found to equal — \R \.  Hence Ri is different from zero on *i =* =x2.

Ri=-
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Therefore it follows* that an arc which minimizes the integral  (11) in the

class Hi must be a solution of the Euler-Lagrange system of equations

d
—co,v — w« = 0,     <b = 0.
dx

These equations are the system

(12) /(,) + X,u + per," = 0,     <6 = 0 Lrf =   ¿WiA

with the equations dpß/dx = 0 which say that the pß are constants.

For a quadratic form 2co< in the integrand it is readily seen that the

second variation is a quadratic form with the same coefficients. The equa-

tions of variation t of the equations </> = 0 are the same equations since the

<p are linear. The equations (12) are linear. It follows readily therefore

that the accessory equations t for the minimum problem under consideration

are the Euler-Lagrange equations (12) themselves.

In the proof of the existence theorem of this section use will be made of the

two following lemmas :

Lemma 2.§ The sets ■qk are linearly independent.

For, supposée^*3 =0(ß =1, • • • ,p). Then, for every r¡k,

/•s, çx,Cßrfi)kdx =   I     C1r¡ir¡kdx,
Xi J XI

where y ranges over the indices for which rjk, t/* are in the same set t]''(j

1, •• • , r¿).   Therefore

f•r x.
Cy^ctifâx = 0,

the range of 5 being the same as that of y. That is, cyrjy is identically zero

and hence cT =0. A similar argument shows that all of the other coefficients

Cß are zero.

* Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 11; Bolza, loc. cit., p. 558.

t Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 4.

Í Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 57; von Escherich, loc. cit., vol. 107, p. 1236.

§ For the proof of Lemmas 2 and 3 it is convenient to use the notation of tensor analysis, along

with the matrix notation.  For example,

stands for the vector (<W+ ■ • • +cpni1', ■ ■ ■ , Ciijn1 + • • • +cpyyn1').
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Lemma 3.   The Lagrange multipliers pß are zero for every solution 77 (x)

o/(12) which satisfies the conditions

7,*r,¿* = 0.

»1

From the definition of f k it follows also that f *(xi) =0.   For the proof

of the lemma we have

Jin) + Xil + wr4 = 0, /(,*) + XV = 0, v"ixi) = t,*(*2) = 0,

where X'is one of the constants Xi, X2, • • • ,X,_i. Hence

vkJiv) - vJivk) + (X¿ - X')t,*t, + WV - 0,

or, after some computation,

d
—(tj*«o,< - tjwo^O + (Xi - X')t7*77 + /iflVV = 0.
dx

Integrating from Xi to x2 and using the hypotheses of the lemma, one obtains

pß f Vyd* = 0 iß,k = 1, • • • , p).
J Xi

If the p.ß are not all zero, we find

Ptrfprfdx = 0 (ß,y = 1, •■ • , p).
v   I.

Therefore pßt)^ is identically zero and hence by the preceding lemma pß =0.

Theorem 4.   There exists a set of rf linearly independent arcs t,<*(x) (fe =

1, • • • ,rt) in the class H i such that

hW") -\i f VV*¿* = 0 ik = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n).
J i.

Moreover X,- is definitely greater than X,_i.

For the proof one considers the problem of minimizing the integral (11)

in the class A- As noted above, the Euler-Lagrange and the accessory

system of differential equations are identical, namely

(13) Jirj) + Xt, + pß-o» = 0,       0 = 0,

for X=X,. This system is linear and homogeneous in the variables z, z',

z", pß, pß and the determinant of the variables z", p¿ is equal to the deter-

minant of the matrix A. In §1, the solutions of such a system were considered
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and it was noted that a matrix V can be uniquely determined whose columns

are »+p linearly independent solutions z = (t7, f) of (13), whose elements

all vanish at x = Xi, and such that the matrix of the n+p corresponding

fun ctions ««- is the identity matrix I at x=Xi. Also if X is allowed to vary,

the solutions of the system (13) are continuous functions of X. The determin-

anteof the matrix F is a Mayer determinant* for our minimizing problem,

since its columns are n+p linearly independent solutions of the accessory

syst m which vanish at x = xx. The vanishing of | V | = A(x,Xi,X¡) for a value

of xbetween Xi and x2 impliesf that there exists an admissible set £ of n+p

functions which substituted for 77, f make the second variation of our mini-

mum problem less than zero. Since this second variation is the same as the

integral (11), we have a contradiction of the previous statement that X< is the

minimum value of /2(?,) in the class Hi. Hence A(x, Xi, X<) cannot vanish

for a value of x between Xi and x2.

The proof that A(x, Xi, X<) must vanish at x = x2 follows by an argument

corresponding to that of Theorem 3, if X0 is replaced by X¿, A(x, Xi, X0) by

A(x, Xi, Xj) and the matrix U by its corresponding matrix. Since A(x2) Xi,

X,)=0, it follows that the columns of the matrix V are linearly dependent

at x=x2.

If the rank of the matrix V is n+p—r< at x = x2, the equations

Vix2)c = 0,

where c -(ci, • • • ,£„+,,) is independent of x, have r< linearly independent sol-

utions c ?¿ 0, which define a fundamental system of solutions of these linear

equations in terms of which all other solutions different from zero are

linearly expressible. Moreover, for each such c the vector w = Vc is a solution

of the system of equations (12) with elements all vanishing at xx and X2.

The conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied. Hence by Lemma 1 there exist r,•

linearly independent arcs

vik, fiifc, •■ • , fp'* ik = l,---,n)

oí the class Hi for which the 77" satisfy equation (10) with X0 replaced by X,-.

To proveX,>X¡_i, it is first shown that no 77** can be a linear combination

of the 77*-1'*. This follows from the proof of Lemma 2 if we let the sets 77*

include the 77*' as well as 7701', • • • , t»*-1-»'. In the class A_i the only sets 77

making

* Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 63; Bolza, loc. cit., p. 611.

t Bliss, loc. cit. A, p. 59; Bolza, loc. cit., p. 617.
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/IS,

rmdx = 0
xi

are the sets rji~1-k (k =1, ■ ■ ■ , fi_i) and linear combinations of them, as was

found in the preceding pages. As just shown above, no nik can be such a linear

combination. But nik satisfies the relation

nndx = 0.

Hence X.^Xj-i, and since X< cannot be less than X,_i one has X,>X,_i. This

completes the proof of Theorem 4, and one readily sees that the following

corollary is also true :

Corollary.  There exists a set of rt linearly independent arcs in the class

77/ for which the integral I2(rj) takes the value X<.

Brown University,

Providence, R. I.


